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We discussed the present status of the experimental and theoretical
studies on the ‘island of Inversion’ especially putting emphases on the
1. Shell structures and deformation via nuclear moments
2. Dynamics and shell structures via inelastic reactions
3. Reaction theory bridging the nuclear structure and observables.

The resent experiments performed at GANIL on the nuclear moments
were

presented

and

the

future

perspectives

on

the

moment

measurements of the isomeric state were discussed by Ueno. Shimoda
presented the experimental data of the beta-delayed decay of
Summary of
discussion
and its advances
(expected in the
future)

spin-polarized

isotopes

obtained

at

TRIUMF.

Lowering

of

the

negative-parity state in Mg isotopes located in the west region of the
‘Island of Inversion’ indicates the onset of the shell quenching. The recent
experiments performed at RIBF were reviewed by Aoi. An anomaly in 28Ne
and the precise spectroscopic study of
discussed the deformation effect in

32

Mg were presented. Nakamura

31

Ne via Coulomb breakup. Possibility

of the p-wave halo was investigated in detail as well as the s-wave halo.
Takechi presented the systematic experimental data of the interaction
cross sections for Ne and Na isotopes. They are accurate enough to
investigate the nuclear structure such as deformation.

The quadrupole moments of neutron-rich Al isotopes located in the north
region of the ‘Island of Inversion’ were calculated in the framework of the
energy-density functional method by Yoshida. Pairing and weak binding
effects were discussed to generate the quadrupole collectivity. Utsuno
reviewed the large-scale shell-model calculations for the ‘island of

Inversion’. Coexistence of the normal and intruder states in Na isotopes
were shown. He suggested that comparison of Mg and Ne would give a
less model dependent approach to detect the narrowing N=20 shell gap.
Kimura presented the results of the calculation based on the
antisymmetric molecular dynamics. He showed the coexistence of
many-particle-many-hole states in the low energy region of ‘Island of
Inversion.’ He suggested that the detailed studies on the odd-mass nuclei
would give a further understanding of the nature of the ‘Island of
Inversion’. Hinohara presented the results of the calculation based on the
quadrupole collective Hamiltonian approach. He pointed out that the
large-amplitude dynamics dominates in the low-lying excitations of 32Mg.
Yahiro developed a microscopic theory for the nucleon removal reaction
employing the Eikonal reaction theory using the t-matrix. He discussed the
comparison between his new theory and the Glauber model widely used.
Minomo applied it to

31

Ne induced reaction. This new theory relies on the

microscopic structure model. Matsumoto presented the recent progress
on treating the four-body continuum states in the framework of
continuum-discritized

coupled-channel

method

and

discussed

the

microscopic mechanism for the nuclear and Coulomb breakup reactions.
Suzuki discussed the halo structure of 31Ne in the Glauber model.

The following questions arose during the discussion. They are deeply
related to the fundamental understanding of the nature of the ‘island of
Inversion’, and could become the spearhead for the future studies:
What is the microscopic mechanism of the enhance quadrupole
collectivity? Is it due to the shell quenching? The tensor correlation and/or
the weakly binding effect account for the shell quenching? Pairing
correlations are enhanced due to the weak binding?
Is it uniquely seen in the ‘Island of Inversion’ or generically seen, for
example, in the Be and Cr isotopes? Are the ‘Island of Inversion’ nuclei
really suited for investigating the tensor correlation and the weakly binding
effect?
The reaction theory taking into account explicitly the deformation of the
core is needed? When the angular momentum is projected to a good
quantum number, the system looks normal. What kind of quantity is
sensitive to the deformation?
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